
Notes 12 – Geometry  Chapter 2.2      

Inductive Reasoning 

1) Making conclusion based upon a pattern of evidence. 
2) Reasoning from the specific to the generalized case. 
3) “If a pattern exists, then it will continue.” 
4) Examples: 

a. 1, 9, 25, 49, _81__, _121_, _169_ (odd squares) 
b. J, F, M, A, _M_, __J_, __J__ (months of the year) 

Deductive Reasoning 

1) Making a conclusion using known rules and facts (using “Logic!”) 
2) Reasoning from the Generalized case to the Specific. 
3) Example: 

All Doctors have bad handwriting. 
Jayne is a Doctor 
Therefore…Jayne has bad handwriting. 

 Two Extensions in Deductive Reasoning 

1) Law of Syllogism (aka Logic Chain)  If “p->q” and “q->r”, then “p->r”. 
2) Law of Detachment   If “p->q” is true, and “p” is true, then “q” MUST be true. 

We can take these concepts further, by using either our Hamburger analogy, or by using Venn Diagrams: 

1) Hamburger Analogy said that:  
a. The Bun is always the same…Conditional is always the same truth value as 

Contrapositive.   
b. While the two patties will be the same, we never know what we’re going to get…they 

are mystery meat (or meat-like-substitute).  The Converse and Inverse always have the 
same truth value, but we cannot predict its truth value knowing the Conditional or 
Contrapositive.  

c. In notation: 
i. If p->q  AND p is true…then Conditional, so reliable, so q MUST also be true. 

ii. If p->q AND q is true…then Converse, so unreliable/mystery meat, no conclusion. 
iii. If p->q AND ~p is true…then Inverse, so unreliable/mystery meat, no conclusion. 
iv. If p->q AND ~q is true…the Contrapositive, reliable, so ~p MUST also be true.  

2) Venn Diagrams 
a. Conditionals can be written as p->q and shown in a Venn Diagram as: 

 
b. If we know that p is true…then we MUST be in q. (If Mill Valley, then Marin, so if we’re 

in Mill Valley, we MUST also be in Marin. 
 

c. If we know that q is true…we don’t know whether we are in p or not.  Unreliable. 
 

d. If we know ~p is true…we don’t know whether we are in q, or outside of q.  Unreliable. 
 

e. If we know ~q is true…we MUST be outside of q, therefore, must be outside of p (~p is 
true) 

 

p 

q 



3) Example: 
a. If my nose is running, then I’ll get a Kleenex. 

And, my nose is running. 
That is the beginning of the p->q, which must be true…so “I’ll get a Kleenex” is true. 

b. If my nose is running, then I’ll get a Kleenex, 
And, I got a Kleenex. 
This is the beginning of q->p which is unreliable, so “No conclusion” (I might have been 
getting a Kleenex to get a spider off the wall). 

c. If my nose is running, then I’ll get a Kleenex, 
and, I didn’t get a Kleenex. 
This is the beginning of ~q->~p, contrapositive, reliable, so “My nose wasn’t running.” 

d. If my nose is running, then I’ll get a Kleenex, 
and, my nose isn’t running. 
This is the beginning of ~p->~q, inverse, which is unreliable, so “No conclusion” (I might 
have still needed a Kleenex for another reason. 
 


